Nationwide Coordination of Militia Groups and Threat to Nancy Pelosi

Analysts with the United States Postal Inspection Service (USPIS) Internet Covert Operations Program (iCOP), have identified a website; givemebass[]com, that is attempting to coordinate militia groups nationwide. At this time there is no intelligence to indicate a specific goal, however, a post directly associated to the site founder also promotes a threat against Speaker of the US House of Representatives Nancy Pelosi on the platform Wimkin.

iCOP analysts are actively monitoring the website and Wimkin account for new information or posts, and will provide intelligence updates as needed.

Analysis

Website Analysis

The website givemebass[]com (Image 1) is being promoted on the Social Media Platform Wimkin\(^1\) by the user ‘Vik Freeman.’ The account ‘Vik Freeman’ was previously reported on by iCOP for advertising the ‘Million Militia March’\(^2\) to be held on January 20, 2021. At this time the page for the ‘Million Militia March’ is no longer available on Wimkin. The website givemebass[]com is hosted using the company ‘bluehost[]com’. Analysts have attached a domain network diagram, for more information please see (Attachment 1: Domain Network Diagram – givemebass.com). Analysts also identified the websites domain history records and found that it was registered using GoDaddy[]com on April 27, 2013 to the following individual:

- Name: Joshua Sayles
- 

\(^1\) Wimkin[]com is an “Uncensored Social Media Platform…designed as a place for conservatives where they can share their opinions and what they believe to be fact without having to worry about their doing time in jail.”
\(^2\) An iCOP Intelligence Report on “Wimkin and the Million Militia March” is available upon request.
For more information please see, (Attachment 2: Domain History Record – givemebass.com) below. The website also provides an email and phone number in its contact section which includes the mail recipient ‘brenden.henry@givemebass[.]com and the phone number [redacted]. The carrier resolves to ‘Go-TextMe (Sybase)’ with the location as San Diego, CA.

**Militia Coordination**

The Wimkin account ‘Vik Freeman’ has been promoting the website ‘givemebass[.]com’ as a portal for communication and coordination which has been posted to multiple militia pages on Wimkin. Image 3 is a screenshot of one of the posts designed for promoting the coordination of militia groups through the site, stating “I am not talking about “playing nice” What I am saying is: Very shortly we won’t have to play at all because we’ll just have to give them one mean look and the treasonous swine will run like hell. Sounds Good? For the love of God go to my link below and SIGN UP so we can actually coordinate nationally with consistent effectiveness.” Analysts are subscribed to the website and are monitoring any messages sent from the site’s coordinator, however, as of January 11, 2021 no updates have been received. Analysts identified that the post was shared across multiple Wimkin pages to include Henry Balsz’s, the self-proclaimed Commanding Officer of the ‘West Coast Patriots 3%’ Group located near Fernley, Nevada.

**Threat to Nancy Pelosi**

iCOP analysts identified the post above (Image 2) made by ‘Vik Freeman’ on their Wimkin account on January 10, 2021 which stated “Demand Pelosi be Executed.” The post asked viewers to register at the site givemebass[.]com and used the following hashtags of a violent nature: #executethemfortreason, #executepelosi, #firingsquad seen on Image 4 on the right.

---

3 hxxps://wimkin.com/vicfreeman/
4 hxxps://wimkin.com/profile-1032/
Attachments

Attachment 1: Domain Network Mapping – givemebass.com

Attachment 2: Domain History Record – givemebass.com

Registered through: GoDaddy, LLC (http://www.godaddy.com)
Domain Name: GIVEMEBASS.COM
  Created on: 27-Apr-15
  Expires on: 27-Apr-15
  Last Updated on: 27-Apr-15

Registrant:
  Sayles, Joshua
  United States

Administrative Contact:
  Sayles, Joshua
  United States

Technical Contact:
  Sayles, Joshua
  United States

Domain servers in listed order:
  NS51.DOMAINCONTROL.COM
  NS52.DOMAINCONTROL.COM